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Sister Elaine Asks that we keep brother Etabo in prayer. He has malaria and is 

really in need of our prayers at this time. Thank you. 

 

10/08/2020 

Sister Linda Recently procured news that Trump’s administration officials are 

seeking to make further restrictions to the H-1B visa program that 

businesses use to hire foreign workers for specialized occupations, 

which would create problems for individuals and families, such as her 

coworker and her family, who have immigrated to the US and were 

hired to work via the H-1B program. Please pray that this legislation 

will be found unacceptable and won't actually become an issue. 

Thank you. 

 

10/08/2020 

Members of Sac 

Fellowship 

California (and Oregon) has been experience unprecedented and 

unusual wildfires in its region on the map. Currently undergoing 

forecasted heat waves and lightening storms has made the conditions 

a lot worse. Acres of land and properties destroyed; towns 

decimated; massive evacuations have been called, all while in a 

spiking pandemic. Hazy skies, falling ash, and smoky permeating 

scent in the environment makes enjoying fresh air difficult.  Please 

keep in prayer all individuals and families affected by the various 

wildfires and also remember to pray for the firefighters fighting the 

fires as well. Thank you. 

 

10/08/2020 

Members of Sac 

Fellowship 

Asks that we remember our family and friends in prayer. And to 

continue to keep the members and leaders of the Movement in 

prayer. Thank you. 

 

10/08/2020 

Members of Sac 

Fellowship 

A year ago Elder Parminder was warned by FFA that the leaders of 

the Movement would be cursed for rejecting their message on Islam 

(their July 18
th
 Nashville prophecy) and declaring to the followers to 

decide who has the true message on Islam. Is Islam rising or coming 

down this year? FFA believes Islam is rising up. The Movement 

believes Islam will be restrained. The Movement believes this because 

Islam is tied to Russia. Islam becomes restrained as Russia loses its 

influence. So, Elder Parminder is asking us to pray—next hours, days, 

and weeks for God to give us an increase of knowledge on Islam. 

July 18, 2020 is not that far away. Elder Parminder says, “If we don’t 

pray, don’t confess our sins, what hope will we have in the Lord 

giving us increased light on Islam.” Let us pray fervently and 

10/08/2020 
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incessantly. Thank you.   

 

Members of Sac 

Fellowship 

Asks that we keep in prayer all affected by the coronavirus pandemic 

outbreak. It is still spreading, though in some places the severity has 

lessened a little, but is still at risk for a sudden spike in cases (and 

possible 2
nd

 wave). As people continue to adjust to the new normal, 

please pray for protection for those unknowingly exposed and for 

those who are stuck in places where the virus is hit very strong. 

Thank you.  

 

10/08/2020 

Members of Sac 

Fellowship 

Ask that we keep in prayer the leader to be raised up to teach on the 

subject of the Nature of Man part 2 and the LGBQT. When the test 

is placed in front of each one of us, may we be found faithful and 

standing on the side of right as victors. Also pray the Lord gives the 

women of the Movement courage and strength to teach and finish 

the work. 

 

10/08/2020 
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